Integration of Credit Risk and Market Risk Advanced

Management of Credit Risk and Market Risk is witnessing a paradigm shift. The new holistic approach incorporates that both Credit Risk and Market Risk consume capital, utilize similar portfolio measurement techniques such as VaR, have similar derivatives and risk management tools. This approach impacts product design, pricing, asset selection, loan covenants. With the help of actual case studies, this presentation illustrates the approaches from leading organizations.

Objectives:

1. Understand how market risk factors impact credit quality.
2. Understand that credit risk / market risk are not independent but interdependent.
3. Understand that borrower's market risk is lender's credit risk.
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Risk Management for Value Creation  Advanced

Risk Management for Value Creation" is a new paradigm that goes beyond the old paradigm of "Risk Management for Compliance". Today Risk Management helps make better business strategies. It is inextricably interlinked with all the major business decisions. With the help of examples from leading institutions and mini case studies, this session will illustrate Risk Management's value in product design, pricing, client acquisition, performance measurement, capital allocation and operational issues such as loan covenants.

1. Explain the importance of a proactive approach to Risk Management.
2. Explain that Risk Management has evolved from being a defensive tool to one of competitive advantage.
3. Explain with the help of case examples that Risk Management function is integrated with other business strategies.
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